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Love the sunset on 
Mount Lavinia Beach

Just a forty-minute bus ride from the cen-
tre, Mount Lavinia beach is the perfect refuge
for travellers wanting to escape the city hus-
tle. Whilst the main drag of Mount Lavinia
beach is often dotted with litter, there are
plenty of tucked away spots that remain
unspoiled and the sunsets here are simply
spectacular. As you make your way onto the
golden sands, watch for locals taking the back
route, walking fearlessly along the coastal rail-
way tracks.

Graffiti in 3D at Diyatha Uyana
Colombo’s most happening public park,

Diyatha Uyana, has become an outdoor hub
of cultural activity. Created by unknown local

artists, trompe l’oeil graffiti artworks that
seem to burst into 3D are the latest addition
to the park’s artistic legacy, creating dizzying
optical illusions in front of the beautiful view
over Lake Batturumullam. Make a day of it
and explore the serene grounds, scan the
vegetation for tropical birds or check out the
Good Market held on Thursdays, selling
healthy snacks and Sri Lankan crafts.

Books, exhibitions and more 
at Barefoot Bookshop

More than just a bookshop, Barefoot is a
great find. As well as the carefully curated
range of titles by Sri Lankan authors, exquisite
coffee table books and insightful travel
guides in the bookstore, there are free exhibi-
tions, displays of cultural textiles and live

Dumbara weaving, all taking place under one
roof. Even if you don’t buy, browsing the
bookshelves is a great way to learn about the
vitality of Sri Lankan culture.

Have a run in with history at 
Independence Square

Finding time to exercise on a trip to Sri
Lanka can be tricky when there’s so much to
see and do, but taking a run on the tracks at
Independence Square is a great way to kill
two birds with one stone. 

As you work up a sweat, you can admire
the Independence Arcade, whose white-
washed colonial buildings once housed the
Jawatta Lunatic Asylum and the offices of
the former Western Provincial  Council .
Scattered fountains and green spaces en

route make this a seriously pleasant place to
work out.

Delve into Dutch history at 
Wolvendaal Church

A short distance from the chaos of Pettah
Market, this impressive piece of Dutch archi-
tecture was put together in 1757. The jackals
that used to roam this area were mistaken for
wolves by early Dutch settlers, giving the
church its curious name - Wolvendaal, or
‘Valley of Wolves’. Although the church isn’t
well maintained, its five-foot thick stonewalls
are laden with history. You could spend hours
staring at the life stories of forgotten settlers,
carved into the ornate tombstones that pave
the floor. Catch a church service on Sundays
at 9.30am. - (www.lonelyplanet.com) 
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